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2020 Coachella Valley Report
Health Career Connection with OneFuture Coachella Valley, and our sponsor partners
are devoted to increasing the diversity of, and mentoring excellent talent into the
health care workforce. HCC provides this 2020 internship report to our partners and host sites:
Alianza Coachella Valley, Coachella Valley Mosquito & Vector Control District,
Coachella Valley Parents, Coachella Valley Unified School District, COFEM,
Office of Congressman Raul Ruiz, Desert Oasis Healthcare, FindFood Bank,
Jewish Family Services of the Desert, Kounkuey Design Initiative, Leadership Counsel
for Justice and Accountability, Lift to Rise, Lideres Campesinas, OneFuture Coachella Valley,
Pueblo Unido CDC, UC Riverside FPL Program, & Youth Leadership Institute.

Pictured: Coachella Valley Closing Celebration
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Diana Ramirez
Preceptor: Lisa Olmstead
I am proud of the comprehensive 11-page report I created for
the Congressional Office, complete with extensive data and
sources on COVID 19 impacts on the Coachella Valley.
The highlight of my internship was a zoom meeting with the
Honorable Congressman Raul Ruiz! My internship was
rewarding and fast-paced, even remotely. I appreciate the
support of my Preceptor, Lisa Olmstead. Thank you HCC,
OFCV, & LLU. Following my internship, I networked with
Eloisa Lopez, a fellow HCC and Cal alum, in my
employment search, and am now a Program Manager
at Alianza Coachella Valley; fulfilling my goal of
working here prior to grad school.
Intern: Diana Ramirez
Video

Alberto Garcia
Preceptor: Vanessa Moreno
I was gratified to help produce mental health resources, particularly
in response to COVID-19 and its impact on mental health. The
resources developed by COFEM address specific sectors of the
ECV population: students, immigrant communities, low-income and
financially insecure. In collaboration with OneFuture Coachella
Valley’s intern, we created four mental health workshops, delivered
via Facebook and phone dial-in. The workshops featured LMFT's
from partnering organizations, Vision Y Compromiso and
LatinXTherapy. Two workshops were in Spanish, and two in
English. I’m tremendously grateful for my internship. Previously, I
was not aware of an organization devoted to political, cultural,
health, and social services expressly for my ECV community.
From this experience, I endeavor to integrate into my
professional life, becoming a congressman in addition to my
aspirations in the medical field. My proud moments include
collaborating with many agencies on workshops,
Census Caravans, and helping the community navigate
immigration issues. Thank you OFCV, HCC, COFEM
and preceptor Vanessa Moreno.

Intern: Alberto Garcia
Video

Intern: Fernanda Mercado
Video

Fernanda Mercado
Preceptor: Rebecca Zaragoza
I was honored to be hosted by Leadership Counsel for Justice &
Accountability. The organization does great community-engaged
work. My projects consisted of supporting many individuals
affected in unimaginable ways by COVID-19. I worked to support
individuals applying for financial and housing assistance. This
required me to use skills to gain trust with individuals, as I was
tasked with supporting them in completing complicated
applications. I attended meetings with my preceptor, had the
opportunity to present at a Board of Supervisor meeting, and also
met many organization leaders collaborating on CARES Act and
other initiatives. I improved my Spanish, and helped my
preceptor lead a community-led task force to address systemic
issues that effect residents of Eastern Coachella Valley. I’m very
pleased with the skills and experiences I gained through my
internship at Leadership Counsel. Thank you.

Marcela Aguilara Camacho
Preceptors: Bill Quinn & Eunice Sotelo-Rebollar
I am so fortunate to have been matched with DOHC; I am
grateful and proud to have been hired by DOHC at the
conclusion of my internship! This was absolutely the best
experience and place for me to intern, and now work. In
response to the COVID-19 pandemic, it was critical that casemanaged patients had access to a consistent healthy food
supply. I supported the DOHC and FindFood Bank patient
assistance program. I was responsible for providing accurate
data to DOHC case managers and FindFood Bank. Patients
had to qualify for the program; thus, I was responsible for
assessing qualifying metrics, and referring ineligible patients to
other resources. Another highlight role was being trained in
suicide prevention. This enabled me to support social service
case managers and support a LCSW with peer support groups
for anxiety. I was able to attend meetings, be mentored, and
provide important support to the entire team. Thank you DOHC!

Intern: Marcela Aguilara Camacho
Video

Intern: Sarah Iran Baghchechi
Video

Sarah Iran Baghchechi
Preceptor: Lorena Marroquin
My Secondary project was to conduct a thorough landscape analysis
and comparison between 2019-2020 regarding food scarcity in
Coachella Valley cities and locations of our Food Bank distribution
centers. I traveled to the food bank distribution cities, researched
online data, reviewed unemployment and housing insecurity
information regarding Desert Hot Springs, Coachella, Indio,
Cabazon, Whitewater, Cathedral City, Mecca and other Coachella
Valley locations. This research indicated a significant increase in use
of the Food Bank in comparison to 2019, particularly as the $600
unemployment CARES Act funding ended. I enjoyed a social media
project making videos to appeal to younger students to volunteer for
the food bank. A proud accomplishment was getting out of my
comfort zone, and tackling challenging assignments. I worked
supporting several grants, and reached other Coachella Valley area
community organizations that network with the food bank. My goal is
to pursue a career in health law, and I enjoyed working for a nonprofit this summer. Thank you FindFood Bank, LLU, and HCC.

Diane Morales
Preceptor: Araceli Palafox
I completed all of my projects, including data input and
management for the Rental Assistance Program. I attended
meetings with the Deputy Director, regarding the Rental
Assistance Program, which helped me build my leadership and
work ethic skills. This helped me provide instructions for my
team. As an undergraduate, I often heard the phrase, “you never
work alone” and my internship at Lift to Rise gave me the great
experience of collective work. I met with the finance department
team, which gave me insights into budgets, logistics, and
sustaining program funding. I feel that my undergraduate career
at CSUSB helped prepare me for the tech components of my
internship; social media and various Google applications. I was
offered, and accepted, a full-time position at the conclusion of my
internship! Thank you Lift to Rise, HCC & LLU.

Intern: Diane Morales
Video

Intern: Franklyn Toatley
Video

Franklyn Toatley
Preceptor: Judy Monethtachi
This internship was tremendously beneficial to me, and I feel
fortunate to have provided well-received behavioral health project
deliverables and staff/client support to JFC in the process. Thank
you, Ms. Monethtachi and the JFS hard-working family. I was
fortunate to have been matched with the Case Management
department. I learned to properly enter data, and eventually was able
to route patients and call referrals. As I researched community and
organization resources to support patient needs, I developed insights
into community-based care resources to share with patients.
I gave extensive, well-researched support to important training
presentations, and even led a staff training. Coachella Valley
residents were hard-hit by COVID-19 related evictions, and JFS
worked exceedingly hard to identify housing and resources for their
client population. I was able to work on two grant submissions with
staff in support of services and care for women and children. JFS is
a wonderful organization; I’m so proud to have worked here, and
highly recommend JFS for continuing internships to build
professional capacity and meet community needs. I will bring their
work ethic with me on my medical school journey. I thank Riverside
County Office of Education and all who made this possible!

Angela Olivares
Preceptor: Esmeralda Trejo
My HCC and UCR FPL internship has been enlightening. I am
interested in a career in research and academia. This
internship exposed me to professionals and health topics such
as business and policy; which, I learned, intersect with
research. Workshops prompted me to ask important questions
about skills, interests, and values to consider as I pursue
higher education and career specificity. My main project was
rewarding, particularly as a UCR-FPL Advisor; a growth
opportunity for me, who participated as an FPL student in 2018.
A great achievement was to manage and mentor five Health
Project groups, and creatively drive program success in a
virtual setting for a program that is traditionally in-person. I
played an active role in securing professional audiences for
presentations, which contributed to my own professional
networking. Thank you UCR FPL, HCC, and OFCV.

Intern: Angela Olivares
Video

Intern: Crystal Escobar
Video

Crystal Escobar
Preceptor: Romiro Aguilar Ochoa
My internship at Pueblo Unido was invaluable and inspiring. I
experienced the value of community-based social work and social
science advocacy to collectively achieve systemic change. Collaborating
with many non-profits on COVID-19 response and resource distribution,
coupled with the process of becoming intricately familiar with
communities and residents, created a unified effort to equitably assess,
map, and share COVID-19 resources. This gave me the opportunity to
network with community leaders throughout Coachella Valley. I also had
the honor of implementing a trusted messenger Social Media campaign
and stakeholder outreach to increase participation in the 2020 census
by residents of Thermal, Oasis, Mecca, & North Shore. Our community
members, many undocumented, were hesitant to complete the census,
and it was important to inform and empower them to understand that
completion of the census brings needed resources to our communities
and region. PUCDC continuously encourages new generations of
leadership. By coordinating and supporting community-based initiatives,
and shadowing grant writing and Mobile Park, Polanco strategic
engagements, my understanding of advocacy and leadership
grew tremendously. I now am dedicated to returning
to the Coachella Valley to practice as an MSW. Thank you.

Juan Mendez
Preceptor: Atish Sharma
I am grateful for my internship at Desert Oasis
Healthcare. My focus was Palliative Care and also
supporting the Immediate Care Clinic. This first-hand
experience and trust in my support was amazing. A
second highlight was shadowing a neurologist and
meeting other amazing healthcare professionals, I am
proud of my project, supporting the technology and
communication system for improved patient complete
care. Being matched at DOHC was my first job, and
the experience was much more than I had anticipated.
Meeting the Director of Palliative Care was phenomenal
and a highlight; just to experience how the Director
galvanized the department to institute best practices that
I got to help champion. Thank you OFCV and DOHC.

Intern: Juan Mendez
Video

Intern: Juan Jose Mejia Palacios
Video

Juan Jose Mejia Palacios
Preceptor: Jennifer Henke
My HCC, CVMVCD, and OFCV internship was important as it
expanded my orientation to public health. The two-project
internship introduced me to the language of entomology and
vector control. I participated in a trap-comparison study, and in a
mosquito prevention study. My proud accomplishments were
adapting to a new health environment, learning how to identify
mosquito physiology, and learning about vector control and public
health. I appreciated attending staff meetings to learn how district
and departmental leadership works; seeing Jennifer in action
leading a team through COVID-19 adjustments was inspiring and
informative. Staff were involved in adjusting study project
timelines and building consensus. I supported setting and testing
larvicide traps, and observing ways Tammy’s team communicates
with the public. Highlights included “Field Biology” work and
attending a city council meeting. I am much more confident to
enter my master’s program having had this amazing opportunity.
Thank you, Jennifer, CVMVCD, and HCC.

Brenda Barniga
Preceptor: Saraha Huranzano.
I am grateful for the experience of better understanding my home
community of Thermal through this internship. I phone banked for many
hours, and spent amazing time with residents of the valley, supporting
them in completing paperwork for the California Immigrant Resilience
Fund; COVID-19 supportive funding for California’s immigrant
communities. By participating in the Alianza CV Youth Environmental
Justice Council; I was impressed with the level of awareness and
knowledge members had about the drivers of inequity. I became more
passionate about learning how to teach about the immigrant experience
and citizenship, including through the lens of my own family. I am
proud of my main project; the production of a virtual ECV bus tour
that articulates structural inequities, social determinants of health
geo-spatially, and empowerment. I learned VR, AR, XR and geomapping to have this feature on the Alianza CV website be
of high quality. My internship was pivotal to my personal and
professional growth, thank you Alianza CV, OFCV, and HCC.

Intern: Brenda Barniga
Video

Intern: Shayaan Syed
Video

Shayaan Syed
Preceptor: Jade Le
I was fortunate to be matched with Desert Oasis Healthcare.
The knowledge and experiences I gained in the field of
pharmacy was tremendous. I was able to support the EMS
tracking of A1C levels, and importantly, update the referral and
call logs to ensure patients with specific referrals all follow
through. I appreciate the shadowing opportunities at Heritage
Victor Valley Medical Group, which works in collaboration for
care delivery. It was remarkable to see how detailed and
strategic each practice ensures quality and connected patient
and pharmaceutical care. I was also on the COVID-19 test
result call team, and had the great opportunity to
be trained and gain a certificate in Contact Tracing. I thank
wholeheartedly, all the pharmacists and providers I
shadowed, my preceptor, and HCC for this great experience.
It has helped me shape my next career steps.

Ignacio Ramirez Heredia
Preceptor: Bill Quinn
I had the excellent opportunity to support medical technology projects
focused on efficiency, quality, and stakeholder satisfaction.
Specifically, I enhanced technology systems to improve patient
experience, and provider quality, and efficiencies. I worked on a
multi-variate analysis provider performance project, COVID-19 data
management, and a technology performance project to streamline and
enhance patient, provider, and employee information management
through a data systems implementation project. I supported
updating the COVID tracker system and virtual visit technology.
This was all exceptionally rewarding. I appreciated and learned from
meetings with a DOHC neurologist, becoming Contact Tracing
Certified, and being mentored by a wonderful leader, Bill Quinn, and
his team. These opportunities increased my clinical care exposure,
enhanced my understanding of the intersection of medical technology
with care delivery; which expanded my perspectives, and made
my project presentations and research much better. This
experience was tremendously rewarding. Thank you DOHC
and the OFCV/HCC collaborative.

Intern: Ignacio Ramirez Heredia
Video

Intern: Yuvia Hernandez
Video

Yuvia Hernandez
Preceptors: Kim McNulty and Eloisa Lopez Valencia
I had many proud moments during my internship at OFCV. I was
able to collaborate professionally with another HCC intern at
COFEM. We created presentations to promote access to and use
of our well-researched behavioral and mental health resources.
We also highlighted the ways in which COVID-19 is impacting
the mental health of teens. Our presentations were very well
received; we presented in English and in Spanish. I was able to
learn many new presentation platforms and formats, including
creating my first infographics. These are important skills in a
public health workplace. It was a great feeling to positively impact
young adults during a pandemic. OFCV has a wealth of material
and information to inform communities about mental and
behavioral health careers, treatments, and resources. I was able
to add to this virtual library, by creating an Instagram series called
Wellness Wednesdays; this influenced my sense of
accomplishment. I was able to meet OFCV staff, be mentored
and grow. Thank you OFCV, Kim and Eloisa.

Marylin Miranda:
Preceptor: Sahara Huranzano.
My Alianza CV internship was deeply community-engaged, and eyeopening. With my colleague intern and in collaboration with other
non-profits, we reached over 70% of families seeking COVID-19
relief support. This required extensive application support through
phone banking. My leadership skills grew, and I was eventually
assigned to mentor Alianza youth advocates who also supported
phone banking. It was gratifying to assist them and provide quality
support for their application calls. I supported one food distribution,
which was meaningful. I particularly enjoyed behind-the-scenes and
data management work, which were my proud accomplishments. I
was extensively involved in recording progress, creating projectmanagement spreadsheets, monitoring data accuracy and quality. I
communicated with my Preceptor through Google Meets, and came
highly prepared for our sessions. This was a tremendously rewarding
internship and exposed me to the community empowerment and
social service component of public health; I’m now very focused on
pursuing an MD/MPH. Thank you Sahara, Alianza CV,
HCC, and OFCV; I look forward to supporting as an alumni.

Intern: Marylin Miranda
Video

Intern: Jazmin Lopez
Video

Jazmin Lopez
Preceptor: Amber Amaya
This was a summer of programmatic changes for organizations, and
supporting a community significantly impacted by and recovering
from COVID-19. I was able to grow from all experiences; and frame
my career and education next steps. I supported Coachella
Unincorporated, Youth Leadership Institute to develop and
implement a four-series zoom for youth in ECV on storytelling and
art for community engagement. A significant project was building the
YLI and Que Madre Instagram, which supports young women of
color and helps them navigate mental health challenges. I grew Que
Madre Instagram participation by 100, through reposting helpful,
empowering, and esteem building posts of diverse women &
resource-rich, culturally relevant, actionable information. I posted
about mental health, environmental racism, and empowerment
events. In the process I participated in and grew participation in
school climate initiatives, including reducing police presence in the
HS setting, and census 2020 initiatives. The focus on Que Madre,
school climate, and county budgeting regarding police and prisons
expressly impacts physical and mental health in immigrant
communities. It was empowering to work at YLI.

Yunuen Ibarra
Preceptor: Irene Barraicua
Thank you for this amazing internship. I was matched with
Lideres Campesinas. This was very meaningful to me. I have
three proud moments. First, improving my networking and
professional development, I successfully researched a Mobile
Clinic, and identified Ms. Cheney. I was then able to accompany
her to a meeting on population health and medicine. This
outreach helped me improve my communication skills, as did
completing field surveys of farm workers, about impacts of
COVID 19. I also shared guidelines to prevent the spread of
COVID 19 in this demographic. Third, I called all potential
Lideres Campesinas volunteers. I was able to answer questions,
share about the mission and objectives, and research questions
for which I did not have the answer. I grew professionally from
this internship, thank you OFCV, HCC, and Lideres Campesinas.

Intern: Yunuen Ibarra
Video

Intern: Anais Amezcua
Video

Anais Amezcua
Preceptor: Sandra Ramirez
My proud accomplishment was completing a meaningful
website for CVP. The objective was to support parents resulting
from the many discussions CVP had with parents regarding
supporting their children for success, managing children’s
learning in remote/virtual settings, accessing resources,
managing the changes required of all during the pandemic,
including juggling work and increasing their role as at-home
educators. My preceptor was wonderful; she provided the best
critiques and guidance to ensure my projects were excellent and
met the needs of CVP. I attended meetings, learned to take
Business Notes, and present meeting outcomes to staff. This
helped me understand communications in the workplace. I
supported efforts to address food scarcity by leading a delivery
team of food to families. CVP partners with many organizations,
and I had the opportunity to have HCC intern, Heidi Ramirez of
UCR FPL, provide great support in my website design and build.
CVP is wonderful, as is HCC; I thank OFCV and the placement
team; I intend to remain involved in CVP after my internship.

Fabian Salas
Preceptor: Tammy Gordon
CVMVCD was a great host organization. This internship allowed me to
experience laboratory, call center, public outreach, and field science
components of public health. It was also a blend of on-site work and
remote/virtual interning. The greatest outcome was my interpersonal
and professional growth given project assignments that compelled
me to test my ability to navigate new opportunities and challenges.
My preceptor, Ms. Gordon is phenomenal, and holds a wealth of
information. I learned about mosquito species, surveillance and control
methods, the diseases various species cause, and the relationship
between vector control and quality of life. I participated in state-wide
vector control district calls, and developed a Spanish-language
communications project after developing the confidence, background
knowledge, and skills to survey community leaders and residents in
ECV. This was an amazing internship, where we overcame challenges
brought by the COVID pandemic, and through the leadership of the
preceptors, effectively guiding and managing staff and interns,
completed vector control projects important for all communities.

Intern: Fabian Salas
Video

Consuelo Urtes,
Preceptor: Alicia Marquez
I was mentored and supported to create an online set of mental
health resources; particularly resources and interventions helpful
to students. I’m grateful to have learned about Education Related
Mental Health Services (ERMHS) within the Coachella Valley
Unified School District. Fortunately, toward the conclusion of my
internship, I successfully created a website. My proud
accomplishments were completing a website along with being
mentored by my preceptor's colleagues. I learned so much about
mental health services provided by CVUSD. Developing a
great relationship with my preceptors, and contributing
to projects in support of the district and families was rewarding.
Thank you all for this internship opportunity.
Intern: Consuelo Urtes
Video

Fernanda was able to jump
right into her projects. After a
few weeks of training, Fernanda
took on a leadership role in
some of our efforts, and led a
collaborative process for a new
project in the ECV. She
successfully completed many
tasks. Our team appreciated her
insightful instincts and
independent yet collaborative
work ethic.
REBECCA ZARAGOZA
(PRECEPTOR)

Our organization and our HCC/
OFCV intern faced challenges due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, and the
increased need for food assistance.
Sarah jumped right in and was
always willing to lend a helping
hand. She completed every task
and was eager to learn more. Her
assistance will be missed.
LORENA MARROQUIN
(PRECEPTOR)

It was a joy to mentor Consuelo;
providing her with skill-building
opportunities within our health
sector, It was rewarding to share
talent-development practices,
insights, and experiences.
Consuelo was dependable,
responsible, and eager to
participate in projects. She met all
the ERMHS team expectations.
ALICIA MARQUEZ
(PRECEPTOR)

Intern: Azalia Gomez-Camacho
Video

Azalia Gomez-Camacho
Preceptor, Christian Rodriguez
This is my second consecutive HCC OFCV, Alianza CV internship at
KDI, and it was far from repetitive. Both summers have contributed
significantly to my professional development. In turn, I’ve expanded
my ability to provide deeper service and empowerment strategies to
impact communities and systems. I learned more about systemic
oppression, public health disparities, and community driven solutions.
KDI researched the disproportionate impact of COVID-19 on our
rural, agricultural, and immigrant communities, and launched
Derribando Barreras, “Breaking down Barriers” which provides rapid
response information in-language to communities, about COVID-19
resources, and crisis services, access to resources, and information.
This information was provided in an accessible zoom Facebook
broadcast performance. This 3X per week broadcast, produced by
KDI included, “how to shelter in place,” where to get COVID-19
tests, performances deconstructing misinformation, and responses
for community engagement, empowerment, and mobilization. I
played an active role in supporting staff producing the broadcasts.
My internship at KDI has been amazing; I love working deeply in
community, this year via facebook groups, yet effectively engaging
and building community capacity. It is my goal to work for a non-profit
like KDI, I’ve learned so much about, and respect this health sector.

2020 Alumni of Honor
Coachella Valley

Eloisa Lopez-Valencia
2020 Coachella Valley Health Fellow
Health Career Connection
2020 Project Specialist
One Future Coachella Valley
2018 HCC Intern
Loma Linda University

2020 HCC, OFCV, and Sponsors' Alumni Highlights:

This year, we salute our HCC/OFCV Frontline Nurses, Medical
Students/MDs' & JD candidates
Thank you for developing these arrived or emerging essential healthcare
and legal assistance providers!

Thank you OFCV, and all our 2020 Partners for supporting our talented, diverse interns as they support
your projects and identify their authentic health careers. We look forward to continuing our
partnership in developing our nation’s next health profession leaders. We thank all of the virtual
workshop presenters for their expertise and look forward to meeting in-person when feasible!

Pictured: 2019 Southern CA & Coachella Valley Mid-Summer Conference

HCC 2021 Timeline
2021, Jan - Feb

2020/21 Sept - March

Candidates Selection

Host Site Recruitment

HCC Interviews candidates for
host site matching. Contracts &
Agreements are completed

Host sites submit interests in hosting
summer 2020 intern.

2020/21, Sept - Jan

Host Project Submissions
Host sites submit project scopes
of work. Submissions reviewed,
candidates recruited &
screened

2021, April - May
Onboarding

Host sites & Intern matches are
finalized. Interns complete host site
backgrounds checks

2021 March - April

2021 May - September

Host sites interview candidates
matched by HCC

Summer internship program active &
completed

Host Site Interviews

10-Week Internships

Interested in Hosting 2021 Interns, Click Here
Contact us:
Patricia Etem, MPH
VP, Southern California & Coachella Valley
Health Career Connection
Email: petem@healthcareers.org
Mobile: (562)208-3508

